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Abstract—Software effort estimation is vital but challenging
activity during software development. In many small or medium-
sized companies, such challenges are stemmed from historical
data shortage. The problem can be solved by leveraging cross-
company data for effort estimation. While in practice, cross-
company effort estimation may not be easy to take because the
cross-company data for effort estimation can be heterogenous.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach named Mixture
of Canonical Correlation Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (MCR) to address data heterogeneity issue in cross-
company effort estimation. The essential ideas in MCR are
(1) to present a unified metric representing heterogenous effort
estimation data; and (2) to combine Canonical Correlation
Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann Machines method to estimate
effort in heterogenous cross-company effort estimation. The
MCR approach is evaluated on 5 public datasets in PROMISE
repository. The evaluation results show that: (1) for estimations
with partially different metrics, the MCR approach outperforms
within-company effort estimator KNN with a decrease in MMRE
by 0.60, an increase in PRED(25) by 0.16, and a decrease in
MdMRE by 0.19; (2) for estimations with totally different metrics,
the MCR approach outperforms within-company effort estimator
KNN with a decrease in MMRE by 0.49, an increase in PRED(25)
by 0.08, and a decrease in MdMRE by 0.10.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate software effort estimation is vital for the success
of software products. Without effective methods, inaccurate
effort estimation may lead to many problems: overestimation
hinders the acceptance of promising ideas, threatening orga-
nizational competitiveness; on the contrary, underestimation
may result in schedule and budget overruns, even project
cancellation.

Over the last four decades, tremendous software effort es-
timation methods have been proposed, such as COCOMO [1],
Story Points analysis [2] and Function Points analysis [3].
Among them, the most used methods are regression-based,
expert-based, and analogy-based methods [4], while none of
them are perfect. For example, regression-based methods such
as COCOMO [1] need a complicated local calibration proce-
dure [5]. Expert-based methods such as Delphi method [6][7]
and planning poker method [8][9] are expensive and time-
consuming, especially for small or medium-sized companies,
and their performance is heavily depending on the capability
of individual experts. Analogy-based methods require a lot of
historical data, which can either be collected within company,
or be obtained from historical software engineering repository.
For small or medium-sized companies, it is very expensive
and almost impractical to build their own historical data. On

TABLE I. NUMBER OF COMMON METRICS BETWEEN PROJECTS OF
DIFFERENT COMPANIES

Comany A ∩ Company B Albrecht ∩ China Albrecht ∩ Kemerer
Number 4 2

Albrecht ∩ Kichenham Albrecht ∩ Nasa93 China ∩ Kemerer
1 0 2

China ∩ Kichenham China ∩ Nasa93 Kemerer ∩ Kichenham
2 0 2

Kemerer ∩ Nasa93 Kichenham ∩ Nasa93
0 0

the other hand, software engineering repository data is highly
heterogeneous, which makes the sharing of software estimation
data across companies very difficult.

A. Motivation

To address the data shortage issue and promote the data
shareability and usability across company boundaries, a viable
option is to transform heterogeneous data in software engi-
neering repository into homogeneous data. As a result, the
heterogeneous data can be used for improving the performance
of effort estimation.

Fig. 1 tabulates the number of metrics in effort estimation
data of companies including Albrecht [10], China [11], Ke-
merer [12], Kichenham [13] and Nasa93 [14] and illustrates
the detailed metrics used by the five companies. In the figure,
the common metrics shared by companies are marked using
rectangles in different colors. Specifically, the red rectangle
corresponds to the common metrics for Albrecht and China,
the blue one for Albrecht and Kemerer, the green one for
Albrecht and Kichenham, the orange one for China and
Kemerer, the brown one for China and Kichenham, and the
purple one for Kemerer and Kitchenham.

Table I shows the number of common metrics for the
projects of these five companies.

Obviously, the types of metrics and the size of metric sets
in Fig. 1 and Table I vary in these companies. That is, for small
or medium-sized companies, the data obtained from software
engineering repository is heterogenous.

To address the heterogenous data issues in software effort
estimation, this paper proposes a novel, Canonical Correlation
Analysis- and Restricted Boltzmann Machines-based trans-
fer learning approach named MCR to heterogenous cross-
company effort estimation. MCR advocates an idea of (1) using
z-score technology to preprocess the estimation data, (2) taking
a unified metric representation for comparing heterogenous
effort estimation data among companies, and (3) employing



@relation albrecht

@attribute Input numeric
@attribute Output numeric
@attribute Inquiry numeric
@attribute File numeric
@attribute FPAdj numeric
@attribute RawFP numeric
@attribute AdjFP numeric

@relation china

@attribute AFP numeric
@attribute Input numeric
@attribute Output numeric
@attribute Enquiry numeric
@attribute File numeric
@attribute Interface numeric
@attribute Added numeric
@attribute Changed numeric
@attribute Deleted numeric
@attribute PDR_AFP numeric
@attribute PDR_UFP numeric
@attribute NPDR_AFP numeric
@attribute NPDU_UFP numeric
@attribute Resource numeric
@attribute Dev.Type numeric
@attribute Duration numeric
@attribute N_effort numeric

@relation kemerer

@attribute Language numeric
@attribute Hardware numeric
@attribute Duration numeric
@attribute KSLOC numeric
@attribute AdjFP numeric
@attribute RAWFP numeric

@relation kitchenham

@attribute Project string
@attribute Client.code {1,2,3,4,5,6}
@attribute Project.type {A,C,D,P,Pr,U}
@attribute Actual.start.date date 
@attribute Actual.duration numeric
@attribute Adjusted.function.points numeric
@attribute Estimated.completion.date date 
@attribute First.estimate numeric
@attribute First.estimate.method

@relation cocomonasa_2

@attribute recordnumber real 
@attribute projectname 
@attribute cat2 
@attribute forg {f,g}
@attribute center {1,2,3,4,5,6}
@attribute year real
@attribute mode 
@attribute rely {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute data {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute cplx {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute time {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute stor {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute virt {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute turn {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute acap {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute aexp {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute pcap {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute vexp {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute lexp {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute modp {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute tool {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute sced {vl,l,n,h,vh,xh}
@attribute equivphyskloc real

number of metrics: 7 number of metrics: 17 number of metrics: 6 number of metrics: 9 number of metrics: 23

Fig. 1. List of Metrics Used in Effort Estimation Data from Five Companies

Canonical Correlation Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chines method to perform heterogenous cross-company effort
estimation. MCR also combines Canonical Correlation Anal-
ysis and Restricted Boltzmann Machines method to optimize
the estimation results.

B. Contributions and Paper Organization

This paper makes three contributions:

1) A novel approach solving the heterogenous cross-
company effort estimation problem. Many existing
methods for cross-company effort estimation are
based on an assumption that the data from the source
and the target companies are homogeneous. Howev-
er, for cross-company effort estimation, the source
company data is mostly heterogenous from the target
company data. MCR provides with a solution to the
heterogenous cross-company effort estimation prob-
lem such that effort estimation for small or medium-
sized companies can be performed.

2) A combination of the Canonical Correlation Analysis
and Restricted Boltzmann Machines methods. MCR
combines the Canonical Correlation Analysis and
Restricted Boltzmann Machines methods in order to
improve performance of heterogenous cross-company
effort estimation. The experimental results show that
the MCR approach is the best among the within-
company effort estimation methods, where the com-
bination of Canonical Correlation Analysis and Re-
stricted Boltzmann Machines can indeed improve the
performance of heterogenous cross-company effort
estimation.

3) The evaluation of MCR on 5 public datasets. The
results reveal that the MCR approach is effective for
solving the heterogenous cross-company effort esti-

mation problem. For estimations with partially differ-
ent metrics, the MCR approach outperforms within-
company effort estimator KNN with a decrease in
MMRE by 0.60, an increase in PRED(25) by 0.16,
and a decrease in MdMRE by 0.19. For estimations
with totally different metrics, the MCR approach
outperforms within-company effort estimator KNN
with a decrease in MMRE by 0.49, an increase in
PRED(25) by 0.08, and a decrease in MdMRE by
0.10.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II surveys related work, section III describes the proposed
Canonical Correlation Analysis- and Restricted Boltzmann
Machines-based transfer learning approach, section IV shows
experimental results, section V concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss three strands of related work: (1) transfer
learning in effort estimation, (2) solutions to heterogenous data
in software engineering, (3) Canonical Correlation Analysis
and Restricted Boltzmann Machines.

A. Transfer Learning in Effort Estimation

Transfer learning is a machine learning method, which
is used to solve the problem in a target domain that is
different from but strongly related to a source domain, using
the knowledge from the source domain [15]. Based on different
situations between the source and target domains and the tasks,
transfer learning is divided into three sub-settings: inductive
transfer learning, transductive transfer learning and unsuper-
vised transfer learning. In an inductive transfer learning, the
target task is different from the source task, no matter whether
the source and the target domains are the same. In a transduc-
tive transfer learning, the source and the target tasks are the



same, while their domains are different. In an unsupervised
transfer learning, similar to the inductive transfer learning, the
target task is different from but strongly-related to the source
task.

Minku et al. used the transfer learning method in effort
estimation, and their results showed that making use of cross-
company data can improve performance for effort estimation
tasks [16]. In 2014, Minku et al. proposed a new framework
to learn the relationship between cross-company and within-
company project explicitly, allowing cross-company models to
be mapped to the within-company context [17]. Kocaguneli
et al. used data on large datasets to verify whether transfer
learning is useful in effort estimation, and found that it is effec-
tive in solving both the cross-company learning problem and
the cross-time learning problem [18]. However, these methods
only solve homogenous data instead of heterogenous data,
which is usually occurred in cross-company effort estimation.

B. Solutions to Heterogeneous Data in Software Engineering

Solutions do exist to leverage heterogenous data for de-
fect prediction and for missing data imputation for software
effort estimation. Jing et al. proposed a Canonical Correlation
Analysis based transfer learning method to solve the cross-
company defect prediction problem for the first time [19].
Experiments on 14 public heterogenous datasets showed that
their method performed well both on partially different metrics
and on totally different metrics. Jing et al. also proposed
a low-rank recovery and semi-supervised regression method
to the missing data imputation problem for software effort
estimation [20]. Their experiments on 7 widely used software
effort datasets showed that their method can solve several
problems such as drive factors missing, effort labels missing,
and both. However, when the missing rate increases to 40%,
their results is not acceptable, indicating that the method is
not suitable to leverage heterogenous data in effort estimation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no effective means of
using heterogeneous data in software effort estimation.

C. Canonical Correlation Analysis and Restricted Bolzmann
Machines

In statistics, Canonical Correlation Analysis is a way of
making sense of cross-covariance matrices. Let two vectors of
random variables, X = (X1, ..., Xn) and Y = (Y1, ..., Ym),
have correlations among the variables. Canonical Correlation
Analysis can find linear combinations of Xi and Yj having
maximum correlation with each other [21]. Canonical Correla-
tion Analysis has been applied in many areas. For example, Du
et al. used Canonical Correlation Analysis to identify imaging
genetic associations [22], Xing et al. used Canonical Correla-
tion Analysis for multi-view gait recognition [23], Li et al. used
Canonical Correlation Analysis in signal processing [24], and
Jing et al. used Canonical Correlation Analysis to solve cross-
company defeat prediction problem [19]. Because Canonical
Correlation Analysis is used to make the distributions of two
vectors similar, we believe it can also solve the heterogenous
cross-company effort estimation problem.

A Restricted Boltzmann Machines is a generative stochastic
artificial neural network that can learn a probability distribution
over its set of inputs. Restricted Boltzmann Machines is
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Fig. 2. Framework of Our Approach

initially invented under the name of Harmonium by Paul
Smolensky in 1986 [25], but only rose to prominence after
Geoffrey Hinton and collaborators invented fast learning al-
gorithms for them in the mid-2000s. Nowadays, Restricted
Boltzmann Machines has found applications in dimensionality
reduction [26], classification [27], collaborative filtering [28],
feature learning [29] and topic modelling [30]. They can
be either supervised or unsupervised trained, depending on
the tasks. Salakhutdinov et al. and Georgiev et al. used
Restricted Boltzmann Machines for collaborative filtering in
recommendation system to predict the missing value [28][31].
We believe Restricted Boltzmann Machines is also useful for
solving heterogenous cross-company effort estimation problem
because we can take zero values as missing values to predict
them. However, neither Canonical Correlation Analysis nor
Restricted Boltzmann Machines has been applied to software
effort estimation so far.

III. APPROACH

We have proposed the MCR approach to heterogenous
cross-company effort estimation. Fig. 2 shows the framework
of our approach. It consists of five steps: normalization,
unified metric representation, Canonical Correlation Analysis,
Restricted Boltzmann Machines and the mixture. Firstly, we
get data from source company and target company. Generally,
source company represents small or medium-sized companies
who lack historical data, and target company represents the
company who is willing to share software projects’ data to soft-
ware engineering repository. Secondly, because the distribution
of source company data and target company data is different,
we need to normalize them. After normalization, we need to
transform heterogenous data into homogenous data using our
proposed unified metric representation. Then we use Canonical
Correlation Analysis technology and Restricted Boltzmann
Machines technology to process the data. Further, we use k-
nearest neighbors algorithm to derive the effort estimate. At
last, to optimize the results, we mix the results of Canonical
Correlation Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann Machines.



dimensionalities of source and target data. Promising results have 
been shown in [41]. 

Inspired by [41], we design a unified metric representation (UMR) 
for the heterogeneous source and target defect data. Assume that 

{ }1 2, , , N
S S S SX x x x=   and { }1 2, , , M

T T T TX x x x=   separately denote 

the source and target company data, where i
Sx  denotes the thi  

module in SX , N  and M  represent the numbers of modules in 

SX  and TX , respectively. A module in the source company can 

be represented as 1 2; ; ; sidi i i
S S S Sx a a a =    and a module in the 

target company can be represented as 1 2; ; ; tidi i i
T T T Tx a a a =   . Here, 

ij
Sa  represents the metric value corresponding to the thj  metric of 
i
Sx , sd  and td  are the numbers of metrics in source and target 

data, respectively. Usually, the metrics used in SX  and TX  are 
different and s td d≠ . 

Considering the large difference in values of different metrics, we 
firstly employ the z-score normalization [42] (without using the 
pooled standard deviation) to preprocess data, which is similar to 
the N2 normalization in [23]. Note that the normalization is 
applicable to either source or target company data. We then search 
the common metrics from the metrics used in SX  and TX . We 
select row vectors that are associated with the common metrics 
from SX  and TX  to construct cd NC

SX ×∈  and cd MC
TX ×∈ . It is 

noted that the thk  rows in C
SX  and C

TX  correspond to the same 
common metric. To make heterogeneous data from source and 
target companies can be compared, we define the unified metric 
representation (UMR) as follows: 
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where s
SX  is the data in SX  containing source-company specific 

metrics (that are metrics except the common metrics in SX ) and 
s
TX  is the data in TX  containing target-company specific metrics. 

After obtaining the unified metric representation, defect data from 
two companies can be readily compared. Figure 2 illustrates the 
construction of UMR for heterogeneous source and target data. It 
is noted that when there exist no common metrics in the data from 
two companies, the UMR can be defined as: 
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3.2 CCA for Transfer Learning 
Based on the obtained UMR for the heterogeneous source and 
target company data, we can employ the effective transfer learning 
method CCA to make the distributions of source and target 
company data similar. CCA is presented to find a common space 
for data from two domains such that the correlation between the 
projected data in the space is maximized. 

CCA seeks to obtain two projection directions Sw  and Tw , one 
for each company data, to maximize the following linear 
correlation coefficient: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )

,T T T
S S T T S ST T

T T T T
S S T T S SS S T TT T

cov w X w X w C w

var w X var w X w C w w C w
= ,       (3) 

where ( )cov ⋅  denotes the covariance function, ( )var ⋅  denotes 

the auto-variance function, ( )T⋅  refers to the transpose of a vector 

or a matrix. With the projection directions Sw  and Tw , we can 

separately project SX  and TX  into a common space, where the 

projected samples T
S Sw X  and T

T Tw X  are maximally correlated, 
that is, their distributions can be made to be similar. This is why 
CCA can be used for CCDP. SSC  and TTC  denote the within-

company covariance matrices of SX  and TX , respectively. STC  

refers to the cross-company covariance matrix of SX  and TX . 

SSC , TTC  and STC  are separately defined as:  
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where i
Sx  denotes the thi  module vector with the unified metric 

representation in SX , Sm  and Tm  are the mean modules of SX  

and TX : 
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Since Formula (3) is invariant with respect to scaling of Sw  and 

Tw , the objective function of CCA can be defined as follows: 
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Formula (8) can be solved by generalized eigenvalue problem as 
follows: 
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Figure 2. Illustration of UMR construction for 
heterogeneous source and target data. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Unified Metric Representation Construction for
Heterogenous Source and Target Data

A. Normalization

There are many normalization methods such as z-score,
Student’s t-statistic and Studentized residual [32]. In our
approach, we use z-score technology to normalize the data.
The equation is shown in formula (1):

z =
x− µ
σ

(1)

where z is the z-score value, x is the origin value, µ is the
mean of the x value, σ is the standard deviation of the x.

B. Unified Metric Representation

To effectively represent the heterogenous data from two
domains, Jing et al. [19] introduced a common subspace to
compare source data with target data. Fig. 3. is the illustration
of unified metric representation construction for heterogenous
source and target data. The unified metric representation is
shown in formula (2):

XS =


XC
S

Xs
S

0(dt−dc)×N

 and XT =


XC
T

0(ds−dc)×M

Xs
T

 (2)

For source data XS and target data XT , XCS and XCT
represent the common metrics, XsS and 0(ds−dc)×M represent
the source-company specific metrics, 0(dt−dc)×N and Xs

T
represent the target-company specific metrics. It is noted that
when there exist no common metrics in the data from two
companies, the unified metric representation can be defined
as:

XS =

[
XS

0dt×N

]
and XT =

[
0ds×M

XT

]
(3)

Using unified metric representation technology, we can
compare source data with target data.

C. Canonical Correlation Analysis

Based on unified metric representation technology, we
employ the effective transfer learning method, Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis, to make the distributions of source and target

company data similar. Canonical Correlation Analysis is used
to find a common space for data from two domains so that
the correlation between the projected data in the space is
maximized.

For example, if we want to investigate the relationship
between a person’s ability to solve problems X1 (speed X11,
the correct rate of problem solving X12) and his / her reading
ability X2 (reading speed X21, understanding degree X22), we
can represent them in Formula (4):

u = a1x11 + a2x12
v = b1x21 + b2x22

(4)

ρX1,X2
= corr(X1, X2)

= cov(X1,X2)
σX1

σX2

=
E[(X1−µX1

)(X2−µX2
)]

σX1
σX2

(5)

And then we use the Pearson correlation coefficient (For-
mula (5) ) to measure the relationship between u and v, in
expectation of finding a set of optimal solutions A and B,
which maximize Corr (u, v). Let Σ donates the covariance
matrix of X:

Σ = V ar(x) =

[
Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

]
(6)

where Σ11 is cov(X1, X1), Σ12 is cov(X1, X2), Σ21 is cov(X2,
X1), Σ22 is cov(X2, X2).

After Corr(u,v) is simplified, we can get that:

Corr(u, v) =
aTΣ12b√

aTΣ11a
√
bTΣ22b

(7)

And this is the same to the problem

Maximize aTΣ12b

Subject to: aTΣ11a = 1, bTΣ22b = 1
(8)

Formula (8) can be solved by generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem as:[

Σ12

Σ21

] [
a
b

]
= λ

[
Σ11

Σ22

] [
a
b

]
(9)

λ is the generalized eigenvalue corresponding to the gener-

alized eigenvector
[
a
b

]
. Suppose that we get p pairs of pro-

jective vectors (a,b) corresponding to the largest eigenvalues,
we can construct the projective transformation = A [a1,...,ap]
and B = [b1,...,bp].

After obtaining the projected samples ATX1 and BTX2,
we use the k-nearest neighbor classifier with the Euclidean
distance for effort estimation. In our experiments, k is set to
1 for better performance compared with other values.
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Fig. 4. Artificial Neural Network

D. Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (Fig. 4) [25] is an Artificial
Neural Network (Fig. 5) [33]. In a word, Artificial Neural
Network is used to learn an input to output mapping, typically
consisting of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer
and the output layer. Restricted Boltzmann Machines is used
to learn a mapping from visible units to visible units, which
expects the result of the output as close as possible to the
input. As shown in Fig. 5, the Restricted Boltzmann Machines’
visible units are both input layer and output layer, and the
hidden units represents hidden layer.

As shown in Fig. 5, visible units are divided into three
parts: common metrics, source-company specific metrics and
target-company specific metrics. For source-company specific
metrics and target-company specific metrics, there may exist
zero values. But after the mapping from visible units to hidden
units and the mapping from hidden units to visible units, the
results of output may be non-zero values. This is the reason
that why we can use Restricted Boltzmann Machines to predict
missing values. In our experiments, the number of hidden units
are set to half the number of visible units. The seeking of the
best number of hidden units is left in our future work.

It is worth noting that we only use Restricted Boltzmann
Machines-based method in partially different metrics because
Restricted Boltzmann Machines does not perform well for
totally different metrics.

E. Combining Canonical Correlation Analysis and Restricted
Boltzmann Machines

Prior work suggests that it may be impossible to access
which effort estimator is the best. Shepperd et al. warned
that when we compare M estimation methods, the ranking of
any method may change if the conditions are changed [4].
Kocaguneli et al. revisited the Shepperd et al. results and
offered a more optimistic conclusion [11]. They found that
if we combined the estimates with multiple estimators, those
combined methods performed better than any single estima-
tor. According to their experiments, solo-methods themselves
which form top-ranked multimethods were also top-ranked.

Hidden units

Hidden layer
Visible units

common
metrics

source-
company
specific
metrics

target-
company
specific
metrics

Input/Output layer

Fig. 5. Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Further, top-ranked multimethods had the greatest stability
among any of the 102 methods explored in their study.

Algorithm 1 MCR
Input:

Source company data XS ;
Target company data XT ;
Actual effort of XS ;

Output:
Effort estimation of XT ;

1: Use the z-score normalization to preprocess XS and XT
2: For heterogenous data XS and XT , search the common

metrics from them and construct the unified metric repre-
sentation as Formula (2) and (3) to obtain XS and XT

3: Calculate the covariance metrics Σ11, Σ12 and Σ22

4: Obtain the projective transformations A and B by using
Formula (9)

5: Based on the obtained ATXS and BTXT , use the k-
nearest neighbor classifier with the Euclidean distance to
get the effort estimation results X̂T1

6: Using XS and XT as the input of Restricted Boltzmann
Machines, obtain the output result XS2 and XT2

7: Based on the obtained XS2 and XT2, use the k-nearest
neighbor classifier with the Euclidean distance to get the
effort estimation results X̂T2

8: Obtain the final result X̂T = Average(X̂T1, X̂T2)
9: return X̂T ;

Inspired by their findings, we try to combine the Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann Machines
methods in order to optimize our approach. According to our
experiments, Canonical Correlation Analysis and Restricted
Boltzmann Machines method are both better than within-
company effort estimator. In addition, the mixture of Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis and Restricted Boltzmann Machines
method is even better than these two methods. So we finally
choose the mixture as our optimal approach.



Algorithm 1 implements our approach. It is worth noting
that for data with totally different metrics, X̂T1 is the final
results.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce our research questions.
Second, we present the data sets and evaluation measures. Last,
we conduct experiments of heterogenous cross-company effort
estimation with partially different metrics and totally different
metrics.

A. Research Questions

To verify that our approach MCR is effective for het-
erogenous cross-company effort estimation, we propose the
following research questions:

RQ1: Is the heterogenous cross-company effort data helpful
for cross-company effort estimation? If yes, to what extent?

RQ2: Can multimethod also improve the performance in
heterogenous cross-company effort estimation? If yes, to what
extent?

B. Data Sets

In our experiments, we employ 5 public available and
commonly used datasets as the test data, which includes
Albrecht [10], China [11], Kemerer [12], Kichenham [13]
and Nasa93 [14]. The Albrecht dataset consists of projects
completed in IBM in the 1970s [10]. It contains 24 software
projects that are developed by using the third generation
languages such as COBOL, PL1, etc. The China dataset
includes various software projects from multiple companies
developed in China. The Nasa93 dataset is collected with the
COCOMO approach [14]. Although the COCOMO dataset
has been established for several years, it is still frequently
used for validating various effort estimation methods. The
Kemerer dataset is a relatively small dataset with 15 software
projects described by 6 drive factors and 1 effort label [12].The
Kitchenham dataset contains effort data from 145 maintenance
and development projects managed by a single outsourcing
company. All these 5 datasets are available in the Promise
Repository [34].

C. Evaluation Measures

We use three measures, namely Mean Magnitude of Rel-
ative Error (MMRE), PRED(25) and Median Magnitude of
Relative Error (MdMRE), which are commonly used for
evaluating effort estimation accuracy of estimators.

Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE) is defined as:

MREi =
|ei − êi|
ei

(10)

where ei is the actual effort of project i, êi is the estimate
effort of project i.

MMRE is defined as:

MMRE =
1

T

T∑
i=1

MREi (11)

where T is the number of total projects.

PRED(25) is defined as:

PRED(25) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

{
1 if MREi ≤ 0.25
0 otherwise.

(12)

MdMRE is defined as:

MdMRE = median(MRE1,MRE2, ...,MRET ) (13)

For MMRE and MdMRE, the lower the value represent, the
better the estimation method perform. And for PRED(25), the
higher the value represents, the better the estimation method
performs.

D. Experiments with Partially Different Metrics

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed MCR ap-
proach when source and target data are partially different, we
compare the MCR and within-company estimator. Therefore,
a one-to-one heterogenous cross-company effort estimation
experiment is carried out. We conduct cross-company effort
estimation by using all projects in the source company as the
source data, and randomly select 15 percent of all projects
from the source data to form the target data. To reduce the
randomization error, we repeat this randomization process
for one hundred times and derive the mean value as the
performance.

Table II shows the MMRE, PRED(25) and MdMRE value
of one-to-one heterogenous cross-company effort estimation
when partially different metrics exist. M denotes the measure-
ment, CCA refers to Canonical Correlation Analysis, RBM
refers to Restricted Boltzmann Machines and KNN refers
to within-company effort estimator. In the table, the number
presented with boldface denotes the best results in the corre-
sponding estimation scenes.

E. Experiments with Totally Different Metrics

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed MCR ap-
proach when source and target data are totally different, we
compare MCR with within-company effort estimator. There-
fore, we conduct a one-to-one heterogenous cross-company
effort estimation experiment here. We conduct cross-company
effort estimation by using all projects in the source company as
the source data, and randomly select 15 percent of source data
to form the target data. To reduce the randomization error, we
repeat this randomization process for one hundred times and
derive the mean value as the performance.

Table III shows the MMRE, PRED(25) and MdMRE value
to one-to-one heterogenous cross-company effort estimation
when source and target companies have totally different met-
rics. M denotes the measurement, CCA refers to Canonical
Correlation Analysis, RBM refers to Restricted Boltzmann
Machines and KNN refers to within-company effort estimator.
In the table, the number presented with boldface denotes the
best results in the corresponding estimation scenes.



TABLE II. MMRE, PRED(25) AND MDMRE VALUE OF ONE-TO-ONE
HETEROGENOUS CROSS-COMPANY EFFORT ESTIMATION WITH PARTIALLY

DIFFERENT METRICS

Source Target M KNN CCA RBM MCR

kemerer albrecht
MMRE 1.50 0.29 0.31 0.30

PRED(25) 0.15 0.67 0.67 0.67
MdMRE 0.67 0.19 0.18 0.14

albrecht kemerer
MMRE 1.00 0.33 0.48 0.41

PRED(25) 0.23 0.34 0.28 0.37
MdMRE 0.62 0.46 0.50 0.41

kichenham albrecht
MMRE 0.95 0.56 0.92 0.67

PRED(25) 0.32 0.29 0.25 0.42
MdMRE 0.45 0.39 0.48 0.34

albrecht kichenham
MMRE 1.03 0.96 0.92 0.77

PRED(25) 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.28
MdMRE 0.59 0.53 0.51 0.41

china albrecht
MMRE 1.07 0.94 1.21 0.99

PRED(25) 0.28 0.29 0.25 0.33
MdMRE 0.45 0.39 0.51 0.38

albrecht china
MMRE 1.21 1.42 0.40 0.42

PRED(25) 0.15 0.14 0.46 0.42
MdMRE 0.63 0.66 0.27 0.31

kichenham kemerer
MMRE 0.84 0.77 0.48 0.53

PRED(25) 0.27 0.2 0.13 0.33
MdMRE 0.55 0.70 0.53 0.49

kemerer kichenham
MMRE 1.14 1.01 0.86 0.71

PRED(25) 0.15 0.2 0.21 0.26
MdMRE 0.65 0.52 0.66 0.51

china kemerer
MMRE 0.84 0.98 0.74 0.69

PRED(25) 0.27 0.07 0.33 0.33
MdMRE 0.55 0.67 0.70 0.51

kemerer china
MMRE 1.86 1.18 0.39 0.71

PRED(25) 0.15 0.18 0.48 0.32
MdMRE 0.69 0.50 0.26 0.40

china kichenham
MMRE 0.90 0.86 0.82 0.80

PRED(25) 0.24 0.28 0.28 0.31
MdMRE 0.52 0.51 0.65 0.50

kichenham china
MMRE 1.08 1.35 0.40 0.49

PRED(25) 0.19 0.21 0.51 0.46
MdMRE 0.60 0.58 0.25 0.28

Average
MMRE 1.12 0.89 0.66 0.62

PRED(25) 0.22 0.26 0.34 0.38
MdMRE 0.58 0.51 0.46 0.39

TABLE III. MMRE, PRED(25) AND MDMRE VALUE OF ONE-TO-ONE
HETEROGENOUS CROSS-COMPANY EFFORT ESTIMATION WITH TOTALLY

DIFFERENT METRICS

Source Target M KNN MCR

nasa albrecht
MMRE 1.06 0.84

PRED(25) 0.25 0.33
MdMRE 0.51 0.34

albrecht nasa
MMRE 4.25 4.48

PRED(25) 0.12 0.13
MdMRE 0.95 0.88

nasa china
MMRE 1.16 0.42

PRED(25) 0.16 0.40
MdMRE 0.62 0.30

china nasa
MMRE 1.66 1.48

PRED(25) 0.21 0.23
MdMRE 0.62 0.58

nasa kemerer
MMRE 0.83 0.59

PRED(25) 0.25 0.40
MdMRE 0.56 0.47

kemerer nasa
MMRE 3.40 2.48

PRED(25) 0.14 0.23
MdMRE 1.07 0.88

nasa kichenham
MMRE 0.98 1.06

PRED(25) 0.21 0.27
MdMRE 0.57 0.55

kichenham nasa
MMRE 2.44 1.38

PRED(25) 0.14 0.25
MdMRE 0.77 0.58

Average
MMRE 1.71 1.22

PRED(25) 0.18 0.26
MdMRE 0.67 0.57

F. Answers to Research Questions

RQ1: Is the heterogenous cross-company effort data helpful
for cross-company effort estimation? If yes, to what extent?

From the table above, we can conclude that the het-
erogenous cross-company effort data is helpful for cross-
company effort estimation. For heterogenous cross-company
effort estimation with partially different metrics, the MCR
approach is better than within-company effort estimator in that
its MMRE is decreased by 0.60, PRED(25) increased by 0.16,
MdMRE decreased by 0.19 compared with within-company
effort estimator on average. For heterogenous cross-company
effort estimation with totally different metrics, the MCR ap-
proach obtains better effort estimation performance compared
with within-project estimator in that its MMRE is decreased by
0.49, PRED(25) increased by 0.08, MdMRE decreased by 0.10
compared with within-company effort estimator on average.

RQ2: Can multimethod also improve the performance in
heterogenous cross-company effort estimation? If yes, to what
extent?

From the table above, we can conclude that multimethod
can also improve the performance in heterogenous cross-
company effort estimation. According to the effort estimation
results in Table II, we can find that the MCR approach is
the best approach in that its MMRE is decreased by 0.27,
PRED(25) increased by 0.12, MdMRE decreased by 0.12
compared with Canonical Correlation Analysis-based method
and in that its MMRE is decreased 0.04, PRED(25) increased
by 0.04, MdMRE decreased by 0.07 compared with Restricted
Boltzmann Machines-based method.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an effective approach, MCR to
address heterogenous cross-company effort estimation prob-
lem, which refers to the cross-company effort estimation
scenario where source and target company data have different
metrics. We use unified metric representation technology to
effectively combine the common metrics, company-specific
metrics and an appropriate number of zeros, so we can obtain
a unified metric representation for data from two different
companies. Based on the unified metric representation, mix-
ture of Canonical Correlation Analysis, an effective transfer
learning method to make the data distributions of source and
target companies similar, and Restricted Boltzmann Machines,
a valid Artificial Neutral Network to predict the missing value,
have been raised.

We conduct heterogenous cross-company effort estimation
experiments on the 5 widely used open source projects from
Promise Repository [34]. We design the one-to-one experi-
ments on partially and totally different metrics to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach MCR. The experimental
results indicate that the MCR approach is an effective solution
for heterogenous cross-company effort estimation. Especially,
for partially different metrics, Canonical Correlation Analysis-
based and Restricted Boltzmann Machines-based method are
both superior than within-company effort estimator, and the
MCR approach is the best among these methods. For totally
different metrics, the MCR approach also shows desirable
effort estimation effects that is better than within-company
effort estimator.

In our future work, we would like to optimize our Restrict-
ed Boltzmann Machines-based approach in seeking the best
number of hidden units and in questing whether increasing the



number of hidden layers can raise the performance of our ap-
proach; to conduct many-to-one heterogenous cross-company
effort estimation experiments; to employ more company data
that contains both open source and commercial proprietary
closed projects to validate the generalization of our approach.
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